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This is a list of the 193 present and extant earls in the Peerages of the England, Scotland, Great Britain,
Ireland, and the United Kingdom.Note that it does not include extant earldoms which have become merged
(either through marriage or elevation) with marquessates or dukedoms and are today only seen as subsidiary
titles.
List of earls in the peerages of Britain and Ireland
The title of Earl of Northumberland was created several times in the Peerage of England and of Great Britain,
succeeding the title Earl of Northumbria.Its most famous holders were the House of Percy (alias Perci), who
were the most powerful noble family in Northern England for much of the Middle Ages. The heirs of the
Percys, via a female line, were ultimately made Duke of Northumberland in 1766.
Earl of Northumberland - Wikipedia
The Magna Carta 3 or heirs of a knight, 100s, at most, and whoever owes less let him give less, according to
the ancient custom of fees. 3. If, however, the heir of any one of the aforesaid
The Magna Carta (The Great Charter) - constitution.org
Roke by A Raper, 1988 2 corruption from the Saxon, meaning 'stone bridge'. The second part of the name is
derived from the fact that the house was once the property of the Marshall family, descended by inheritance
to the Earls
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